
Junior Nakata Hope expressed joy upon learning that a fifth school would NOT
be placed n the MS117 building.

As you might have figured out on your own by
now, Urban Dove, the transfer high school that was to
be located in this building, has decided to relocate to
another space instead.

Urban Dove, a transfer school for students who
struggled in their previous schools and who need to
earn credits, is a high school for students who are usu-
ally 16-21 years old.

The BCAM community thought Urban Dove
would be located in this building, along with the four
other schools already here. Despite the protests and
will of the already existing schools, the Department of
Education [DOE] still decided the middle-sized MS
117 building could fit a fifth school. Urban Dove,
though, has decided to relocate to a new site, which is
a private building where they can stay officially as an
alternative.

“I was upset they [DOE] even consider placing
another school here,” Senior science teacher Ms. Fran-
cis expressed when she thought Urban Dove would be
located here.

“I was mad and disappointed. I thought it was un-
fair for the students already here,” explained Mr.Di-
allo, who teaches Geometry to both sophomores and
juniors.

“I’m happy the fifth school isn’t coming, because
this school was already over crowded,” junior Shante
Linch said.

“I’m actually pretty excited. I mean it would have
been worse if they [Urban Dove] came,” senior
Teeanna Stiff said.

“It’s good, there’s too many schools here already
we don’t need another high school,” sophomore Ker-
riann Lewis said.

There will now be sighs of relief from everyone
throughout the building, from both students and teach-
ers alike, who are thankful that Urban Dove will not be
joining the MS 117 building.

Since Urban Dove will not be here, Principal
O’Brien’s goal now for BCAM is to try and gain more
space that BCAM needs.

“I’m now going to push an agenda to seek more
space because I think we are overcrowded in our
BCAM space and we deserve more,” Principal
O’Brien explained.
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The B48 resumed its original
route, Greenpoint to Parkside, in Jan-
uary. The Metropolitan Transit Au-
thority (MTA) shortened the route in
2010, citing budget cuts. Many
BCAM students and teachers who de-
pended on the B48 were outraged.

“I feel that them [MTA] cutting
the bus line down really disrupted my
and other peoples’ commute to school.
I feel it’s a very important route, which
connects to different parts of Brook-
lyn, which is very needed. So for them
to cut it down for cost was insensi-
tive,” said senior Prince Hall.

“It affected me because it [B48]
used to stop right in front of my house,
I then had to take shuttle trains.” said
senior Diamond Jones.

Like BCAM students, people of
the local community were also af-
fected. There was even a petition with
over 3,000 signatures started by a

woman who was determined to
change the B48 to its original route,
according to a press release from New

York Senate.
After two long years, the peoples’

hard work finally paid off.
In a press release, Brooklyn Bor-

ough President Marty Markowitz ex-
pressed how he felt about the change.

“I am thrilled that the MTA has
restored B48 service for passengers in
Prospect Heights, Crown Heights and
Prospect Lefferts Gardens.

Brooklynites rely on buses more
than any other borough, and for many,
buses are the only transportation op-
tion available, “ Borough President
Markowitz said in the press release.

Likewise, teachers at BCAM also
are glad that the B48 line has been re-
stored.

“That’s great, I actually commute
on my bicycle, but you know it’s good
to have another option when weather
is not so good,” said Mr. Mendola, a
ninth grade English teacher and film
teacher.

Now with the B48 restored,
BCAM students have something to
look forward to: the easier commute
that they all been waiting for.
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